
An open letter to Litter Spinner,  

Dear Sirs, 

I have struggled the last five years looking for a way to get rid of that horrible cat litter box smell in my 
home. First I tried the cat pan and scooping method. This method worked only if I did it every day and 
took the time to dig and remove every clump myself. I would put on my plastic gloves, get on my hands 
and knees and start digging. The four biggest issues I had with this method were, 1) I had to do it every 
day. 2) I needed to be dressed for the occasion and have enough time and energy to go clump hunting.  
3) I was the only member of the family that would be willing and capable of getting every clump. If I sent 
my kids to clean the box they would only pick out the big clumps and leave behind anything stuck to the 
bottom. 4) It stinks, in more than one way.  

Then I saved my money and switched to that electronic litter box that rakes through the clumps for you. 
I was hoping this would do the trick. I bought this new cat box for close to 200.00 dollars, got it home 
only to realize that the electric plugs in my restroom are above the countertop and I would have to run 
the cord past the sink and into the plug. Not a good idea when you have kids and water splashing all 
over. Now what, I had to find a plug in an area I wanted a cat box. Not such an easy thing to do. I finally 
decided on the hallway upstairs. My dreams of a clean litter box were shattered very quickly. First, the 
sound of the litter box going off in the middle of the night. 2) Clumps of dirty litter stuck between the 
forks that I had to dislodge by hand. 3) The occasional flying clump that would get stuck in between the 
fork and side of the box and come hurling down over the hallway banister into the living room 
downstairs. 4) The high cost of the little plastic trays I had to replace (or wash by hand). 5) My cat peeing 
all over the top of the box which I could not wash in water because it was electric. Now I find myself 
200.00 poorer and my litter box is still stinky as ever.  

Then I found the Litter Spinner. This crazy little cat box that solved all my problems. The Litter Spinner 
can be placed anywhere so I chose the upstairs restroom.  You clean it by spinning the drum once 
around and empting the drawer, no more digging, the Litter Spinner finds it for you. Now I can clean my 
litter box in my business suit. The Litter Spinner sifts through the litter in the box when you rotate the 
drum so now my seven year old gets the same great results when cleaning the litter box that I do. 
Because you empty the waste after each spin there is nothing left in the box to smell. No electric motor 
means no noise to scare our cat and no worries of things breaking or getting stuck. The drawer and 
entire unit can be easily washed with soap and water which means a thorough cleaning is simple and 
easy. I clean mine once a month by removing the plug in the back, empting all the litter, washing with 
soap and water and refilling. As for those troublesome clumps that used to stick to the bottom of the 
box, the litter spinners round design means less sticking clumps. If we have a clump we just use the 
clump stick that comes with the Litter Spinner and knock the clump off before spinning. I bought my 
Litter Spinner on sale for 99.00 and feel like I made a great investment for myself, my family and our cat. 
The only thing we have to purchase now if litter.  We are so happy with our Litter Spinner . 

The Ryan Family 

 


